
Large Volume Vendors 

This year, to help us create better balanced displays we are asking large volume 
vendors to triage and bundle their submissions according to the type of display they 
need. 

The principle is that though only a limited number items can be given prominent 
display at one time all variations and options for an item should be represented in 
the display, though less prominently,  at all times. To this end we ask that vendors 
with more than ten individual items in any category bundle, bag or tie their 
inventory in batches according to the type of display prominence required.  There 
are several options for this grouping depending on the type of item in question.  
Some of you may have items of more than one type.  Please bundle them by type.  If 
an item has both size and option variations, bundle by size.   For this purpose 
attached sets such as placemats, socks or a three-piece suit count as one single item. 

Bundling Options 

1) You make identical items in a variety of sizes  (pumpkin hats in small, 
medium & large, booties in pink or blue). Please make one bundle containing 
one exemplar of each style for prominent display.  Bundle the remaining 
items by style and size for rolled or folded display nearby.  (pumpkin hats 
small, pumpkin hats, medium, pumpkin hats large). 

2) You make small  identical items with a variable option (white plain 
placemats with variable border color/pattern.)  Please bundle one exemplar 
of each option for “prominent” display  (one blue border, one green border, 
one red border, etc. Bundle the remaining items by option (blue border, red 
border, green border) for rolled or folded display nearby. 

3) You make large identical items with a variable option ( traditional Whig 
Rose coverlets in blue or red).   Please bundle one exemplar of each item for 
prominent display.   Bundle the remaining items buy option for rolled or 
folded display nearby. 

4) You make totally unique items (individually decorated scarves).  Please 
bundle items in groups of ten.  Number the groups 1, 2, 3, etc. to indicate the 
order in which you want them to be displayed in the case there is a shortage 
of prominent display space in that area.   

Our goal is to give every one who has worked to produce items for the sale the best 
possible opportunity to sell those items.  If you have any questions or confusion 
about how to bundle your work please call or email Suzi Becker 
bluebirdsb@hotamil.com (360) 678-1374 
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